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NO ALARMS AND MANY SURPRISES:
SALIENCE AS A BASIS FOR EXCESSIVE PRICING
INTERVENTION IN AN ANTITRUST CONTEXT

Omar Vásquez Duque !

ABSTRACT
This article explores how consumers’ bounded rationality can justify antitrust
intervention when a !rm becomes a monopoly and exploits a product attribute
that was not policed by market forces when there was competition for the market.
Behavioral economics predicts product complexity leads consumer demand to be
a function of salient costs and bene!ts rather than of actual costs and bene!ts of
products. The divergence between the former and the latter hinders and distorts
competition. In fact, comparison shopping is costlier, and sellers can backload
part of their prices to nonsalient product attributes. Consumers perceive only
a distorted lower price by focusing on salient product features, which leaves
room for inef!cient matching and opportunistic behavior given the risk of ex
post exploitation. These are behavioral limits of competition. In this work, I
argue that when (i) there is a lock-in problem, (ii) consumers do not control
the probability of triggering a hidden price, and (iii) a typical consumer could
not have reasonably expected to !nd such a hidden price, antitrust intervention
would not only deter ex post exploitation but would also enhance competition on
the real price of goods. Antitrust would correct a behavioral market failure.

JEL Codes: K21; D91; D18

I. INTRODUCTION

“No Surprises” is one of the most famous Radiohead songs. As most Radio-
head singles, “No Surprises” narrates a sad story with melancholic chords in
the background. The chorus reads, “no alarms, and no surprises, silent.” No
surprises here is a bad news because surprises are assumed to be a good thing.
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Yet, surprises, particularly those that arise in unfamiliar transactional contexts,
are likely to be the opposite. Radiohead may well write a behaviorally informed
song, with a reversed title: “Many Surprises.” This new song would relate how
people tend to !nd upsetting shocks after participating in unfamiliar and/or
complex transactions. In the chorus, however, Thom Yorke would sing “no
alarms and many surprises, salience.”

Salience is a psychological concept that plays a key role in determining
how people price and choose goods and services.1 While traditional economic
analysis bases price theory on heroic assumptions about the ability of con-
sumers to digest and process information, cognitive psychology has shown
that consumers’ rationality is bounded.2 This implies that when a transaction
involves too many attributes, real consumers will only take into account a
handful of those attributes. Limited attention can create a divergence between
the actual bene!t and price of products and their perceived bene!ts and prices.
Firms are aware of the former and can manipulate the latter, which are the
values consumers actually ponder when they make a purchase.

In this work, I argue that complex contracts may lead to a behavioral market
failure that merits correction and that the excessive pricing doctrine can be
the right tool to address the problem. My argument applies to the case of
a !rm that becomes a monopoly and exploits a product attribute that was
not policed by market forces ex ante—when there was competition for the
market. In other words, I analyze the case of locked-in consumers who, unable
to bargain complete contracts and price contract incompleteness, are subject
to opportunistic exploitation by the seller/provider with respect to nonsalient
product attributes. The behavioral market failure stems from the fact that (i)
sellers can offer low perceived prices by backloading part of their products’
prices into nonsalient product features and (ii) since consumers focus mostly
on salient prices, only !rms that exploit consumers’ imperfect rationality will
survive in equilibrium.3

1 See, e.g., Pedro Bordalo, Nicola Gennaioli & Andrei Shleifer. Competition for Attention, 83 R!".
E#$%. S&'(. 481 (2016) (developing a model according to which consumers’ attention is drawn
to the salient attributes of a product, which are then overweighted in their choice. According to
this model, salience induces consumers to focus on the relative advantage of goods having a high
quality to price ratio (bargains)).

2 On bounded rationality generally, see Daniel Kahneman, Maps of Bounded Rationality:Psychology
for Behavioral Economics, 93 A). E#$%. R!". 1449 (2003). However, this article builds upon the
psychology of attention bottlenecks and choice strategies. See, George A. Miller, The Magical
Number Seven, plus or Minus Two: Some Limits on Our Capacity for Processing Information, 63
P*+#,$-. R!". 81 (1956) (arguing that people’s attention is bounded by the number of attributes
we need to trade-off, claiming that after the maximum number is reached, people neglect the
excess in their decision making) and Eric J. Johnson & Robert J. Meyer, Compensatory Choice
Models of Noncompensatory Processes:The Effect of Varying Context, 11 J. C$%*'). R!*. 528 (1984)
(showing how people use elimination strategies rather than a complete comparison of attributes
when facing a choice that involves too many alternatives). I summarize the main ideas of this
work in the following pages.

3 See, O.!% B/.-G0--, S!('#&0$% 1+ C$%&./#&: L/2, E#$%$)0#*, /%( P*+#,$-$3+ 0%
C$%*')!. M/.4!&* 16 (2012). As Akerlof and Shiller put it, the rationale behind this is
“we sell—or else,” citing David Ogilvy. For an overview of the main !ndings in behavioral
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Price controls are usually despised in competition policy4—even in those
jurisdictions where consumer exploitation by monopolies is forbidden—and
considered as a last resort in regulatory policy.5 The conventional wisdom
regarding excessive pricing has only considered traditional market failures
vis-à-vis error costs so far.6 In this article, I argue that the behavioral limits
of market competition make a clearer case for intervention. I claim that
complexity and salience can play an important part in the inef!ciencies derived
by lock-in and refer to the aftermarket analytical framework illustrating how
aftermarkets are a source of complexity, and how exploitation in aftermarkets is
likely to distort primary markets. Consumer exploitation based on consumers’
imperfect rationality has inspired several academic works in the consumer law
realm.7 However, the behavioral law and economics implications on antitrust
law have generally been overlooked. I state that, similarly to what salience
considerations imply to the unenforceability of nonsalient one-sided terms in
consumer contracts,8 consumer exploitation in nonsalient product attributes
should be deemed anticompetitive and remedied when there is a lock-in
problem.

This article is structured as follows: Section II presents the implications of
salience for competition. I refer to the choice strategies used by consumers,
and how boundedly rational buyers are unable to price nonsalient product
attributes. I highlight that this psychological phenomenon has an important
implication for competition: complexity leads unfettered markets to inef!cient
outcomes in a similar but distinct manner to informational failures. Section III
refers succinctly to the antitrust analysis of aftermarkets. I describe primary
markets and aftermarkets, summarize the main ideas of the Chicago School
of Antitrust and the Post Chicago School and complement the latter with
!ndings from cognitive psychology. This section aims to provide some context

industrial organization, many showing how !rms compete exploiting consumers’ naiveté, see
Paul Heidhues & Botond Kőszegi, Chapter 6—Behavioral Industrial Organization, in 1 H/%(1$$4
$5 B!,/"0$./- E#$%$)0#* 517, 522 (B. Douglas Bernheim et al. eds., Handbook of Behavioral
Economics—Foundations and Applications 1, 2018). It is important to note that this review does
not refer to salience or visibility concerns as a source of hidden prices. A large part of the literature
refers to naïve consumers as those who are unable to understand complex contracts. I expect the
emphasis on attention bottlenecks of this paper may become an important contribution to the
debate on price controls.

4 See, e.g., David S. Evans & A. Jorge Padilla, Excessive Prices: Using Economics to De!ne Admin-
istrable Legal Rules, 1 J. C$)6!&0&0$% L/2 E#$%. 97 (2005); Damien Geradin, The Necessary
Limits to the Control of “Excessive” Prices by Competition Authorities—A View from Europe, SSRN
Scholarly Paper ID 1022678 (Social Science Research Network 2007).

5 Stephen Breyer, Analyzing Regulatory Failure:Mismatches,Less Restrictive Alternatives,and Reform,
92 H/.". L/2 R!". 547 (1979).

6 See, e.g., Evans & Padilla, supra note 4.
7 See, e.g., Russell Korobkin, Bounded Rationality, Standard Form Contracts, and Unconscionability,

70 U. C,0. L. R!". 1203 (2003); B/.-G0--, supra note 3; Mark Armstrong, Interactions between
Competition and Consumer Policy, 4 C$)6!&0&0$% P$-0#+ I%&!.%/&0$%/- 97 (2008).

8 Korobkin, supra note 7. See also Restatement of the Law Consumer Contracts, Council Draft
No. 3. §5.
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to illustrate how aftermarkets are a source of complexity, and how the inef!-
ciencies of lock-in may affect both primary and aftermarkets. I also contrast
cases dealing with exploitation facilitated by lock-in in the United States and
Europe, suggesting different theories of harm that may be applicable to the
problem I discuss in this work. Section IV presents a relatively recent case that
took place in Chile that illustrates the relevance of salience considerations in
antitrust analysis, and how neglecting those implications facilitate consumer
exploitation and overlooks the inef!ciencies that occur at the primary-market
level. Section V suggests a salience test to deal with exploitation with respect to
nonsalient product attributes when there is a lock-in problem, consumers do
not control the probability of triggering a hidden price, and a typical consumer
could not have reasonably expected to !nd high hidden prices. Section VI
concludes.

II. SALIENCE AND COMPETITION

A. Decision-making and Choice Strategies

According to the traditional economic theory, when markets are competitive,
consumers are well informed, and there are no third-party effects, the free
functioning of markets maximizes welfare.9 When those ideal conditions are
met, consumers are able to acquire the goods and services they value most
at the lowest cost. Since prices are as low as possible, the market maximizes
the number of consumers served. Any seller offering products or services of
lower quality than competing alternatives will be punished by customers. The
disciplining force imposed by consumers drives abusive or inef!cient sellers
out of the market.

However, for competition to work well, buyers must be able to compare the
bene!ts and costs of competing products and choose the one that provides the
best value, given consumers’ preferences. More speci!cally, buyers only disci-
pline markets if their purchase decisions are nonselective and compensatory.10

Nonselective decision-making requires that buyers compare all attributes of
each available option before making a purchase. Compensatory analysis entails
that consumers trade-off the desirable attributes of one product against the
desirable features of a competing product.11

For instance, when a person is looking for a house to buy, nonselective
decision-making requires that she compares all different attributes of the
houses she is interested in. This process includes not only the number of
rooms, their size, whether one has a swimming pool or not, but every single
attribute in which the alternatives differ. If this potential buyer is undecided

9 See, e.g., J$*!6, E. S&03-0&7, E#$%$)0#* $5 &,! P'1-0# S!#&$. ch. 3, 4 (3rd Revised edn,
2000).

10 Korobkin, supra note 7, at 1220.
11 James R. Bettman et al., Constructive Consumer Choice Processes, 25 J. C$%*'). R!*. 187 (1998).
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Table 1. 14

Alternative House A House B

Attribute Weight Score Score " Weight Score Score " Weight

1 10% 100 10 90 9
2 20% 40 8 80 16
3 40% 10 4 20 8
4 30% 10 3 30 9
Total score 25 42

between two houses, say House A and House B, and House A has a swimming
pool, but House B does not; but the latter has a larger garden than the former,
the potential buyer must be able to trade-off these differences, based on the
value she attributes to each product feature.

It is evident that fully nonselective and compensatory decision-making
is dif!cult and costly to perform. A rational decision-maker can employ a
“weighted-adding strategy” to simplify and operationalize the decision-making
task.12 This means assigning an importance weight to each different product
attribute. Then, each product should be given a quality score on each attribute.
By multiplying the attribute weight by its score for each alternative and then
summing the products, a decision-maker can calculate a single numerical
score representing the relative utility different alternatives provide her,13 as
illustrated in Table 1.

When buyers use weighted-adding strategies to evaluate competing prod-
ucts, market pressures force sellers to provide ef!cient quality and prices. But
adopting this type of strategy is costly. And the more complex the product is,
the costlier it is, especially for nonexperienced buyers, to assess the different
product attributes. If we consider weighted-adding as the rational paradigm,
and random choice as the mindless archetype, we will !nd several alternatives
in between. These alternative choice strategies provide solutions with less than
maximum effort.

For instance, according to the lexicographic strategy, a decision-maker selects
the product with the highest score on the most important attribute. This
approach is selective and noncompensatory since it only focuses on a single
attribute and different features are not compared to each other. Choosers can
also adopt a conjunctive strategy, going for the !rst alternative that exceeds a
minimum acceptable level in all attributes. An elimination-by-aspects strategy,
in contrast, would require the decision-maker to consider all options available
with respect to the most important attribute to her, eliminating all alternatives
that do not meet a minimally acceptable level. If more than one alternative

12 Korobkin, supra note 7, at 1220. Citations omitted.
13 Bettman et al., supra note 11.
14 Based on Korobkin, supra note 7, at 1221.
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remains on the table, then the decision-maker should analyze the second most
important attribute, and so on. Psychological research suggests that actual
decision-makers are likely to combine elements from different choice strate-
gies rather than following a single one consistently.15 All these intermediate
strategies, which are those that real people use to make decisions, allow sellers
to backload part of the product cost to nonsalient attributes.

B. Complexity, Invisibility and Market Failure

There are two sources of complexity that usually lead buyers to adopt simpler
choice strategies: (i) the number of options available and (ii) the number
of relevant attributes of each option.16 The fact that the number of options
available may impose a larger burden on decision-makers may not need
explanation. Each additional alternative imposes a comparison-shopping cost.
The more effortful the choice strategy employed by the consumer, the costlier
it is for her to consider an additional alternative in her decision-making process.
A similar rationale applies to the number of attributes of each alternative.

When the different options a consumer is considering encompass only a
handful of relevant attributes, the decision-making task is not particularly
burdensome. However, even if a consumer had to decide between two prod-
ucts with several relevant attributes, the decision could be very costly to
perform. For instance, if a potential buyer were comparing two big houses,
she would have to trade-off several items: price, location, size, !nancing, etc.
Furthermore, some items can be further deconstructed. Perhaps the value of
location depends on safety levels, the quality of schools close by, how respectful
neighbors are, among others.

When consumers are unable to price a deal as whole but only focus on
salient product attributes, they will not have the opportunity to compare
different alternatives with a reasonable accuracy level. This means that market
forces will only police salient product attributes, leaving room for opportunistic
behavior and inef!ciencies.17 In fact, one of the main ideas of behavioral
industrial organization is that !rms compete maximizing the perceived net
bene!t of their products rather than the real bene!t of them.18

15 Bettman et al., supra note 11.
16 Korobkin, supra note 7, at 1227.
17 According to theoretical models, which assume competition in the market, high prices in

non-salient attributes are compensated with lower prices in salient product features. See, e.g.,
Armstrong, supra note 7, at 121; Heidhues & Kőszegi, supra note 3, at 525.This argument is
similar to the rational lock-in and loss-leading strategies. See, Joseph Farrell & Paul Klemperer,
Coordination and Lock-In: Competition with Switching Costs and Network Effects, in Volume 3
H/%(1$$4 $5 I%('*&.0/- O.3/%07/&0$% 1967 (M. Armstrong and R. Porter ed., 2007); Rajiv
Lal & Carmen Matutes, Retail Pricing and Advertising Strategies, 67 J. B'*. 345 (1994). However,
those models are based on several assumptions that once relaxed allow !rms to obtain rents in
both markets. See, Armstrong, supra note 7, at 124. See, also Heidhues & Kőszegi, supra note
3, at 525–28.

18 Heidhues & Kőszegi, supra note 3.
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The backload of the real price of goods in nonsalient product features,
hinders and distorts competition,19 producing inef!ciencies that antitrust law
is meant to prevent.20 Competition is hindered because comparison shopping
is costlier, which allows sellers to gain market power, increasing pro!ts at the
expense of buyers.21 Competition is distorted because sellers will only compete
on salient product attributes. Intense competition on those attributes will lead
sellers to reduce prices of salient features and increase nonsalient prices.22

Furthermore—what may seem counterintuitive to antitrust experts—those
inef!ciencies are the result of free-market competition.23 When consumers
are rational and employ nonselective and compensatory choice strategies,
sellers compete offering “real” low prices. However, when consumers are
boundedly rational and use selective or noncompensatory strategies, sellers
have incentives to compete offering the appearance of a lower price. This means
that market interactions do not dissipate “false beliefs.”24 Competition will
maximize the perceived bene!t of consumers at the expense of their actual
bene!t.25 The backload of prices to nonsalient product attributes triggers a
similar effect to the inef!ciencies that may arise from imperfect information.
Nonetheless, there is an important difference between imperfect information

19 B/.-G0--, supra note 3, at 23–25.
20 Absent lock-in, this problem may fall more clearly within the consumer protection realm.

The application of consumer law or competition law depends on the scope of antitrust in
each jurisdiction; however, given the broad standards of antitrust, this problem is likely to
cause an overlap between both branches of the law. In this article, I argue that locking-
in boundedly rational consumers hinders competition in the primary market, following an
aftermarkets rationale. This is in addition to exploitative effects in the aftermarket, which in
many jurisdictions is regarded as an anticompetitive offense. I develop this point further in
Section II.B.

21 See, e.g., D!%%0* W. C/.-&$% & J!55.!+ M. P!.-$55, M$(!.% I%('*&.0/- O.3/%07/&0$% 452
(2005). (“Firms can obtain market power from consumers’ lack of knowledge about prices
and quality. Limited information can lead to a monopolistic price in what would be otherwise a
competitive market.”). A classic article in this respect is Steven Salop & Joseph Stiglitz, Bargains
and Ripoffs: A Model of Monopolistically Competitive Price Dispersion, 44 R!". E#$%. S&'(. 493
(1977) (developing a model according to which search costs lead sellers to either charge the
monopoly price, or to price dispersion that ranges from the perfectly competitive price to the
monopoly price). See also, Dale O. Stahl, Oligopolistic Pricing with Sequential Consumer Search,
79 A). E#$%. R!". 700, 53 (1989).

22 B/.-G0--, supra note 3, at 25.
23 Id. at 16.
24 Edward L. Glaeser, Psychology and the Market, 94 A). E#$%. R!". 408, 411 (2004). (“It

is certainly not true that competition ensures that false beliefs will be dissipated.”). See,
Armstrong, supra note 7, at 122. (Reviewing models according to which sellers do not have
incentives to disclose hidden-charges, for instance, when advertising serves as an “eye-opener”
for naïve consumers and they become sophisticated buyers, which makes them consider the
pricing scheme thoroughly and avoid the demand for add-ons). Also, capacity constraints are
likely to decrease the value of price reductions and encourage the adoption of tit-for-that
strategies. If there is enough consumer demand to satisfy and it is hard to gain market share,
the incentives to cut prices are weak.

25 B/.-G0--, supra note 3, at 16.
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and bounded rationality: rational decision-makers price imperfect informa-
tion, but boundedly rational consumers base their decisions in heuristics and
rules-of-thumb, neglecting the cost of their imperfect rationality and imperfect
information.26

In the following section, I present the aftermarkets framework and discuss
the implications of choice strategies, bounded rationality and lock-in for
consumer welfare. Then I illustrate how the Chicago School of Antitrust and
the Post-Chicago School base their policy prescriptions on how consumers
anticipate lock-in and how competitive forces in primary markets affect
aftermarkets. I conclude the section by referring to how consumers’ imperfect
rationality strengthens the Post-Chicago School’s arguments.

III. AFTERMARKETS AND CONSUMER CHOICE

A. Aftermarkets, Lock-in and Welfare Implications

Aftermarkets are markets for the supply of products or services related to
the use of a primary product (usually a durable good).27 For instance, cars
are a durable good that competes in the automobile market. But each car
requires its own spare parts. Each product (i.e., cars and spare parts) belongs
to a different market. The primary product is part of the primary market,
the products or services related to the primary product (usually spare parts
or consumables) form part of the secondary market or aftermarket.28 From
a decision-making perspective, the multiplicity of products involved in a
purchase decision constitutes a source of complexity.

If the primary product is durable and highly priced, consumers will be
locked-in to the primary product supplier. Lock-in occurs as a consequence
of switching costs. Generally speaking, “switching costs are created whenever
the consumer makes an investment speci!c to his current seller that must be
duplicated for any new seller.”29 When switching costs are suf!ciently high to

26 Id. at 9. (“Rational-choice decision-making provides tools for effectively coping with imperfect
information. These tools are not used by the imperfectly rational consumer. Instead, he relies
on heuristics or cognitive rules-of-thumb, which result in predictable, systemic biases and
misperceptions.”). Bayesian buyers, in principle, are able to infer quality from the up-front price.
Mark Armstrong & John Vickers, Consumer Protection and Contingent Charges, 50 J. E#$%. L0&.
477, 489 (n. 35) (2012).

27 Carl Shapiro & David J. Teece, Systems Competition and Aftermarkets: An Economic Analysis of
Kodak, 39 A%&0&.'*& B'--. 135, 139 (1994) (we de!ne an “aftermarket transaction” to be any
transaction with two characteristics: “(1) the after-market product or service is used together
with a primary product, and (2) the aftermarket product or service is purchased after the primary
product.”).

28 S0)$% B0*,$6 & M04! W/-4!., T,! E#$%$)0#* $5 EC C$)6!&0&0$% L/2: C$%#!6&*,
A66-0#/&0$% /%( M!/*'.!)!%& 245 (2010). Sweet & Maxwell.

29 Paul Klemperer, Markets with Consumer Switching Costs, 102 Q. J. E#$%. 375, 1 (1987).
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induce consumers to stay with a current supplier they do not prefer, rather
than switching to another that they like better, there is a lock-in problem.30

The normative appraisal of lock-in depends, to a large extent, on our
con!dence in consumers to make well-informed and rational decisions. Lock-
in can be rational. For instance, sellers can offer a discount on the primary
product and charge higher prices on the secondary market to compensate their
highest costs. Any consumer anticipating a low demand in aftermarkets will be
better off by taking advantage of the discount.31 However, boundedly rational
consumers will pay excessive attention to salient terms in their decision-
making. Selective choice strategies leave room for inef!cient lock-in.32

The precedent discussion also shapes the normative debate on the legality
of anticompetitive practices dealing with aftermarkets.33 This is evident in
the dispute between the Chicago School of Antitrust and the Post-Chicago
School. According to the Chicago School of Antitrust, antitrust intervention in
aftermarket cases is unnecessary since customers are able to protect themselves
from exploitation.34 A main assumption in this position is that consumers can
calculate the total life-cycle cost of a product. Thus, they choose the primary
product taking also into consideration the cost of aftermarket products, having
in mind an unbiased estimate of future use patterns.35 For this school, intense
competition in the primary market is suf!cient to protect consumers in the
aftermarket. This is because high prices in aftermarkets would be compensated
with low prices in the primary market.36

Post-Chicago analysts have contested those theories.37 The fact that sellers
need to trade-off high prices in different attributes has been challenged.38

30 Aaron Edlin & Robert Harris, The Role of Switching Costs in Antitrust Analysis: A Comparison of
Microsoft and Google, 15 Y/-! J. L/2 T!#,%$-. 176 (2013). (““Lock-in” is de!ned as switching
costs that are suf!ciently high so that buyers stay with a current supplier rather than switch
to a supplier whose product they consider to be preferable (or, alternatively, that the costs of
switching suppliers exceed the bene!ts of switching.”). Carl Shapiro identi!es there are three key
elements to an aftermarket: (1) consumers purchase several complementary components that
work together as a system; (2) those components are purchased at different points in time; (3)
there is some degree of lock-in or sunk-costs. Carl Shapiro, Aftermarkets and Consumer Welfare:
Making Sense of Kodak Symposium: Post-Chicago Economics, 63 A%&0&.'*& L.J. 483, 486 (1995).

31 Of course, this assumes the discounted price is lower than competing alternatives, including the
expected demand for aftermarket products.

32 The exception occurs when high hidden prices are perfectly compensated with lower prices on
visible prices. But for this to happen, the market where the visible price is relevant should be
perfectly competitive.

33 See, e.g., Shapiro, supra note 30, at 487.
34 R$1!.& H. B$.4, T,! A%&0&.'*& P/./($8 376 (2nd edn. 1993). Free Press.
35 This was an important part of the discussion in Eastman Kodak Co. v. Image Technical Servs.,

Inc., 504 U.S. 451, 494 n.2, 498–99 (1992) (Scalia, J., joined by O’Connor and Thomas, JJ.,
dissenting).

36 For an overview, and criticism, see, Einer Elhauge, Tying, Bundled Discounts, and the Death of the
Single Monopoly Pro!t Theory, 123 H/."/.( L/2 R!". 397 (2009).

37 Shapiro, supra note 30.
38 Elhauge, supra note 36.
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Sellers can have monopoly power in both markets and exploit it in both.
Additionally, imperfect information and incomplete contracts theories predict
consumer harm in aftermarkets even when the primary market is competi-
tive.39 From a psychological perspective, complex transactions deprive con-
sumers from the opportunity to assess all relevant attributes and price the deal
accurately.40 As described, selective and noncompensatory choice strategies
leave room to sellers to exploit consumers. Nonetheless, it is important not to
confound this informational problem with how rational decision-makers cope
with imperfect information. The latter are aware of their ignorance and price
it. Boundedly rational consumers neglect the implications of their cognitive
limitations.

B. Market Solutions and Legal Responses

Skeptics usually argue that markets tend to self-correct, thus regulatory inter-
vention is unnecessary.41 This is a legal-policy question but one that may guide
agency discretion. Markets can discipline exploitation through three means:
reputational concerns, consumer learning, and entry. The !rst two are closely
related. Reputation may serve as a deterrent if sellers expect exploitation to
hurt their bottom-line by discouraging potential customers from buying their
products.42 But reputational concerns are not necessarily a powerful means to
disciplining sellers. Reputation is usually more associated with sellers than with
products.43 And those sellers that are likely to offer the cheaper alternatives,
are also likely to be preferred by the low-end of the market—those consumers
who in most countries lack the education and/or advice to foresee contractual
risks that are hard to !nd, who are also more prone to be driven mostly by the
appearance of a lower price.

Additionally, reputational harm depends on how consumers can acquire
information about particular products or sellers. Consumers can learn from
their own experiences and from the experiences of selected others.44 So,
when comparing different alternatives, a potential buyer may ask her relatives,
friends, and acquittances about their shopping experiences. Blatant abuses can
deter potential buyers from choosing a particular provider. But will a buyer be

39 Shapiro, supra note 30, at 488–91.
40 Korobkin, supra note 7.
41 See, e.g., Frank H. Easterbrook, Limits of Antitrust, 63 T!8 1 (1985).
42 Shapiro, supra note 30.
43 B/.-G0--, supra note 3, at 28. (“Reputation is most often associated with the seller, rather than a

product or contract feature . . . Sellers with high-quality products and reliable customer service
may enjoy sterling reputations even while adopting contract designs that maximize pro!ts at
the expense of consumers. Of course, blatant abuses will hurt a seller’s reputation, and sellers
will be careful to avoid such abuses. . . . Reputation is even less effective at the low end of the
market. Many consumers seek out sellers with a reputation for offering lower-quality products
at lower prices.”).

44 Id. at 26.
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better off by choosing another provider? This depends on the extent to which
the market is hiding the real price of goods—whether such a conduct is an
equilibrium.45 If the product was characterized by a high degree of complexity,
then it would be possible for sellers to include exploitative costs that consumers
would neglect. Furthermore, those sellers who priced their products placing
all the pro!t sources on salient terms would put themselves at a competitive
disadvantage. This would be irrational, unless such a strategy would increase
the demand for the product in such a way that the extra pro!ts would cover
the advertising costs and the costs of a probable price war.

The argument above focused on how future demand could avoid consumer
exploitation. Now, returning to the locked-in consumers and the possibility of
entry, the problem is, naturally, the lock-in. If entry was likely, rational sellers
would refrain from raising prices, since price spikes would encourage entry
and a price war. Assuming !rms are rational and well-informed, exploitation
signals that entry and reputational harm are not deterrents. And lock-in leaves
consumers at the mercy of the monopolist.

If market forces are not a good !t to remedy a problem that is actually
created by the interaction of actors pursuing their self-interest, then regulation
can be necessary. The legal treatment of the case I present, however, is likely to
vary in different jurisdictions. The main contrast would stem from the radical
disparity there is concerning the control of exploitative pricing in the United
States and the European Union. There are, however, two possible theories of
anticompetitive harm that should be analyzed when dealing with opportunistic
exploitation based on hidden prices. First, as just stated, consumer exploita-
tion. Second, distortion of competition ex ante. In the following paragraphs, I
refer to two cases that shed light on each theory of harm. Although the !rst
reference does not relate to a visibility problem due to cognitive limitations,
it is useful for considering how informational problems can eventually hinder
competition ex ante and facilitate consumer exploitation.

A little more than a decade ago, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
had to determine whether Rambus had engaged in an unfair method of
competition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices prohibited by §5(a)
of the Federal Trade Commission Act46 by deceptively failing to disclose

45 If it is costly to obtain information about pricing schemes, or most consumers neglect hidden-
charges, exploitative contractual schemes are likely to become an equilibrium. See, Armstrong
& Vickers, supra note 26, at 491. Discussing the case of overcharge fees in the U.K. and how
Lady Hale, in her concurring opinion, noted that the “real problem” [of exploitative overcharge
fees] was that there was “no real choice because the suppliers all offer[ed] much of the same
product and [did] not compete on some of their terms.” Another vivid example is privacy. If
consumers neglect its importance, it is likely sellers will collect more data than they would if
demand pressures restrained data collection. On the psychology of “the privacy paradox” see,
Patricia A. Norberg et al., The Privacy Paradox: Personal Information Disclosure Intentions versus
Behaviors, 41 J. C$%*'). A55. 100 (2007).

46 However, this was, in fact, a §2 Sherman Act case. “In this case under §5 of the FTC Act, the
Commission expressly limited its theory of liability to Rambus’s unlawful monopolization of
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to a private standard-setting organization (SSO) the patent interests it held
in four technologies that were standardized.47 The FTC concluded that
Rambus revealed its IP holdings only after the standard was adopted when
the users were “locked-in” to that standard; and this, in turn, allowed Rambus
to charge supra-competitive royalty rates for the use of these technologies.
The FTC required Rambus to license its patents for reasonable royalty rates
for 3 years and forbid any royalty collection thereafter. Interestingly, there
was no evidence in the record showing that in absence of deception the
SSO would not have standardized Rambus’ technologies. This meant that
there was no inef!cient matching (i.e., the SSO would not have chosen a
different technology) yet Rambus did enjoy pricing power that would have
been avoided by disclosing its patent interests. In other words, the FTC
mandated Rambus to charge lower royalties for having circumvented the
negotiation of a FRAND agreement by hiding its patent interests. Nonetheless,
the D.C. Circuit Court dismissed the claim. According to the appeal court,
there was no suf!cient evidence to prove deception. Furthermore, the tribunal
stated that deception does not itself constitutes monopolization, stressing that
monopolization claims have to show an exclusionary effect.48 Nevertheless, from
the court’s reasoning it seems plausible that a different outcome could have
occurred had the deceptive practice been established as well as its substantial
effect on the adoption of Rambus’ technologies in the standard.

In Europe, Art. 102 TFEU expressly deems exploitative prices as anti-
competitive. And an old case illustrates the different approach we may see
in the other side of the Atlantic concerning opportunistic behavior facilitated
by a lock-in problem. In General Motors Continental v. Commission,49 General
Motors Continental (GMC) was found by the European Commission to
have abused its dominant position by charging excessive prices for producing
documentation that was required by drivers of General Motors cars to register
automobiles in Belgium. However, once the abuse was denounced, GMC
reduced the price it was charging for the documentation, which was a main
consideration of the Court when it reversed the Commission’s judgment—
annulling the !ne that had been imposed to the defendant. This is an
interesting case of a blatant abuse where reputational concerns may act as
deterrents.

four markets in violation of §2 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C.” Rambus Inc. v. FTC, 522 F. 3d
456 (U.S. Court of Appeals, Dist. of Columbia Circuit 2008). At 11. I owe this point to Douglas
Melamed.

47 Id.
48 According to the Court of Appeals, “Cases that recognize deception as exclusionary hinge,

therefore, on whether the conduct impaired rivals in a manner tending to bring about or protect
a defendant’s monopoly power.” Id.at 14 “But an otherwise lawful monopolist’s use of deception
simply to obtain higher prices normally has no particular tendency to exclude rivals and thus
to diminish competition.” Id. at 15.

49 Case 26/75 General Motors v. Commission [1975] ECR 1367, [1976] 1 CMLR 95.
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The two cases to which I have referred exemplify realities that are to some
extent analogous to the factual situation that motivates this work. Both relate to
imperfect information, but differently. Rambus deals with alleged deception: a
!rm achieves a monopoly allegedly hiding information that allowed it to curb
the negotiation of lower prices. And General Motors Continental was about a
!rm that suddenly saw the opportunity of making an extra pro!t by raising the
price of a service that it offered as a monopolist. A main difference between
the two cases is the type of consumer that was involved in the controversy,
and how the consumer could have handled and used better information.
Rambus’ patent interests were, no doubt, a salient—and key—issue in the
negotiation of the contract. While the FTC’s analysis shed light on the effects
of exploitation facilitated by a lock-in that occurred as a consequence of
imperfect information, the D.C. Circuit Court dismissed the claim to a great
extent because antitrust is not about price regulation. In sharp contrast, in
General Motors Continental the Court speci!cally reproached the charge of a
price that was “excessive in relation to the economic value” of the service—
although parallel-import considerations also played a very important role in
attributing liability to GMC. An important issue in the case was determining
whether GMC had a dominant position in the market of import certi!cates.
The monopolistic position of GMC was evident. And GMC’s strategy exactly
portrays the type of opportunistic behavior that I claim antitrust should
deter.50

General Motors Continental is a suitable example for salience considerations.
Nonetheless, my argument can be complemented with a recent case that
took place in Chile that shows how complex contracts facilitate opportunistic
exploitation in the presence of a lock-in problem, distorting competition in the
primary-market. In the next section, I describe this case and argue that it was
incorrectly dismissed given the behavioral limits of competition.

IV. CAMPOMAR AND SALIENCE IMPLICATIONS FOR ANTITRUST
POLICY

Imagine you buy a house—a multidimensional good, which raises complexity
concerns. You compare some alternatives and !nally choose a condominium
located relatively outside the city. After spending several months of joy in your
new house, you receive the water bill. It calls your attention that the bill is
40 percent more expensive than the previous months. You know you have
not increased your water consumption levels, so you ask the condominium
manager what is going on with the water bill. To your surprise, the manager
explains the condominium adjusted water prices due to an increase in service
costs. Furthermore, the manager tells you those new prices are there to stay.

50 It is highly likely this risk was invisible to GMC’s consumers at the time they bought their cars.
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Even worse, each year you see a rise in your water bill, which is justi!ed in the
same terms.

That is, in a nutshell, what the Campomar condominium community
started going through in 2008. The repeated price increases with no apparent
cost justi!cation drove the condominium residents to !le suit before the
Chilean Antitrust Tribunal (“TDLC,” for its Spanish acronym) in 2012.51

The suit was presented as an excessive pricing case.52

In Campomar, the monopoly power held in the water supply market
stemmed from the condominium’s location. Since water distribution is a
natural monopoly, water prices are regulated in Chile, but only in those places
where there is a network subject to a public concession. The condominium’s
location was outside the network zone, which required the real estate developer
to build her own network. Only sanitary regulations applied to the network and
water supply was not subject to price regulation. An incomplete contract gave
the real estate developer the opportunity to engage in opportunistic behavior.
Bounded rationality explains the prevalence of incomplete contracts.53 Of
course, incomplete contracts can be !lled by the law. This is what excessive
pricing provisions can do—and what this works suggests courts should do
to avoid the exploitation of locked-in consumers, which would enhance
competition in primary markets when complexity deprives consumers from
the opportunity to discipline nonsalient product attributes.

The TDLC probably saw a real problem but did not want to intervene. In
a divided judgment, the majority dismissed the claim for procedural reasons,
assuming there could be future entry to the market—the concurrent opinion
dismissed the claim on the grounds that Chilean antitrust law did not proscribe
excessive pricing.54 Oddly, the tribunal held that a potential competitor could
eventually provide the service of water supply, because there was another !rm
with an operative network within a reasonable radius, which could expand its
reach in the future. This is despite the fact the very tribunal acknowledged
that the cost of expanding the network could be prohibitive. Probably to avoid
complications, and what seems contradictory with the previous statement, the
TDLC held the plaintiffs did not prove that the costs of expanding the network
were an insurmountable barrier to entry. A more demanding standard of proof
was required given the nature of the claim (an excessive pricing case).55 It is
debatable whether a different standard of proof was indeed required.

51 The plaintiffs complained about price increases that took place in 2008, 2009, 2011 and
2011. Those varied between 20 and 70 percent with respect to the previous rate. Tribunal de
Defensa de la Libre Competencia. Judgement 140/2014. C 245-12 (4/11/2014) “Demanda de
Condominio Campomar contra Inmobiliaria Santa Rosa de Tunquén Ltda.”

52 The excessive pricing doctrine is still resisted in Chile and is seldom applied (at least as such), see
Omar Vásquez Duque, Excessive Pricing: A View from Chile, SSRN Scholarly Paper ID 2591931
(The University of Oxford Centre for Competition Law and Policy Working Paper CCLP L 41,
Social Science Research Network), Apr. 8, 2015.

53 See, e.g., Oliver E. Williamson, Opportunism and Its Critics, 14 M/%/3!. D!#0*. E#$%. 97 (1993).
54 I have criticized this minority vote elsewhere, Vásquez Duque, supra note 52.
55 Campomar. C#37.
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The Campomar dispute focused on the water supply market. The analysis
showed that consumers were locked-in and that the higher fees were not
justi!ed by costs. Yet the role of housing markets in failing to discipline
this outcome was totally neglected. This was despite the source of market
power was the condominium’s location. According to the analytical framework
I present in this work, an aftermarket rationale would shed light on the
causes of the problem and how legal intervention would correct and deter
opportunistic behavior. By expanding the analysis to the primary market,
important questions arise: What percentage of buyers could have appraised
the fact that the condominium was outside a concession zone? How many
buyers knew about public utilities regulation before experiencing the bill
shock? Had this knowledge affected the buyers’ purchase decisions? Of course,
these are empirical questions I may not answer. However, marketing scholars
have developed tools for answering questions like this one. Conjoint surveys
precisely measure what attributes consumers take into account when form-
ing preferences for particular goods.56 Conjoint surveys are a sophisticated
methodological tool and I am not claiming that they must be the only one
that courts should accept for determining whether a product attribute was
nonsalient when consumers entered into a deal. From the facts alone, it seems
unlikely the condominium product attribute “water supply regulation” was
visible to consumers before the bill-shock. In fact, had the lack of price-
regulation been salient to relatively sophisticated buyers, market forces would
have pushed either for lower up-front prices or for a commitment to avoid
exploitation after incurring in an asset-speci!c investment.

V. PROPOSAL

I have argued that competition law can remedy a behavioral market failure
by policing hidden prices that were not disciplined by market forces. In this
section, I limit the scope of the argument and show how some of the main
challenges of excessive pricing cases are ameliorated in the event of nonsalient
prices. In summary, I claim that the determination of whether an attribute was
salient or not should be based on an empirical assessment and suggest that
competition law should intervene only (i) when there is a lock-in problem,
(ii) consumers do not control the probability of using the aftermarket product
and (iii) it was unreasonable for an average consumer to anticipate the hidden
charge.

Determining what prices are salient is an empirical task. In this article, I
only referred to a main source of invisibility: complexity. In theory, complexity
can assure that, given consumer heterogeneity, the market provides ef!cient

56 See, e.g., Susan Auty, Using Conjoint Analysis in Industrial Marketing: The Role of Judgment, 24
I%(. M/.4. M/%/3. 191 (1995).
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contracts for different types of consumers. Many times, diverse people con-
sider different product attributes when they make a purchase. Think of the
case of health insurance,57 in which there is clear heterogeneity regarding
consumers’ preferences for coverage. In fact, some people know they might
be more susceptible to particular risks, and that leads them to pay attention
to speci!c product features. But even for careful consumers the length and
technicality of health-insurance contracts makes it very hard to appraise
the real cost and bene!t of the deal. Absent simpli!cation, it is impractical
for consumers to compare among competing alternatives. Even economic
models that include some sophisticated buyers lead to outcomes that tend to
approach monopoly pricing.58 And in many markets contract complexity is
the norm.

Optimism may also lead people to neglect future prices. However, this
is a different problem for consumers (i) are aware of the risk of paying an
exploitative charge and (ii) they can in"uence the probability of triggering
the additional price. The lock-in requirement of my proposal ensures that
the supplier enjoys market power in the aftermarket; and the prerequisite of
controlling the probability of triggering the hidden price avoids moral hazard
problems. It is important to highlight that this article does not deal with
optimism bias. Yet a case that took place in the United Kingdom concerning
consumer optimism illustrates how normative accounts of consumer behavior
can lead to simplistic regulatory responses. In Of!ce of Fair Trading v. Abbey
National plc, the Of!ce of Fair Trading challenged the validity of alleged
excessive overcharge fees.59 In that case, an important part of the controversy
was about what prices a “reasonable” or “typical” consumer would consider
in her decision-making. One of the judges was of the opinion that it was
super"uous to identify a typical consumer and the possibility that actual
costumers consider only a handful of contract features when they choose a
product. That judge claimed that the only relevant benchmark to appraise the
controversy was that of a hypothetical reasonable person. And in her view
that hypothetical reasonable person could appraise the whole value of the
contract. This position is normative and psychologically naïve. True, some
may fear that the regulation of price caps may harm consumer welfare. But
a more analytical approach based on how people actually gather and process
information is necessary for determining the welfare consequences of price
caps when, for different reasons, consumer demand is not disciplining market
outcomes.60

57 See, e.g., Katherine Baicker et al., Health Insurance Coverage and Take-Up:Lessons from Behavioral
Economics, 90 M0-1/%4 Q. 107 (2012).

58 See, e.g., C/.-&$% & P!.-$55, supra note 21, at 452 (summarizing the relevant literature).
59 Armstrong & Vickers, supra note 26. The case is Of!ce of Fair Trading v. Abbey National plc,

(2009) 6.
60 Armstrong and Vickers showed that it was likely the high non-salient fees produced a cross-

subsidy from the less-sophisticated to the more sophisticated—and af"uent—consumers, who
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Salience considerations allow interpreting excessive pricing provisions more
coherently. If sellers cannot pro!t with hidden prices, they are obliged to price
multidimensional products in a visible manner and refrain from exploiting
locked-in consumers with respect to invisible product features. This principle
incentivizes competition on the real price of goods. A main dif!culty of
excessive pricing cases is de!ning what an excessive price is.61 And courts
have recently, and rightly, criticized the application of mere price-cost tests.62

But the analysis can be less dif!cult when a price is not visible. In fact, ex post
exploitation of nonsalient product attributes is nothing more than opportunis-
tic behavior. If, in a case like Campomar or General Motors Continental, it is clear
that the !rm was covering its costs before the price increases and that the latter
had no objective justi!cation, the original price serves as a good benchmark
(a “historical benchmark”) for a competitive price. Since nonsalient prices
are not policed by market forces, they should not become a pro!t source.
If there is no historical benchmark applicable to the case, it can be harder
to !nd a reasonable price cap. Prices of similar products can be informative.
Nonetheless, the main difference between a typical excessive pricing cases and
salience-based cases is that in the latter one should not consider a reasonable
rate of return. It is true that oftentimes measuring costs is a hard task, but
the arguments against price regulation usually underestimate the ability of
economists to !nd objective cost estimations.

Some may believe disclosure would be a superior solution to the one
I suggest in this work. However, requiring the disclosure of unexpected
prices is likely to back!re. In fact, disclosure might solve the problem in
very simple cases in which products have a handful of relevant attributes
and the information disclosed encourages consumers to act in a Bayesian
manner, using nonselective and compensatory strategies. However, when the
setting is more complex, disclosure is not the end of the story. A strategic
seller could either hide the source of pro!ts in another invisible attribute or
provide potential buyers with a comprehensive list of warnings, frustrating
the informational goal of the disclosure.63 As Ben-Shahar and Schneider

eventually bene!ted from lower visible prices. In this case, it is unclear whether there was a
lock-in problem. However, the evidence presented in the trial showed that the pricing strategy
“low visible prices and high overcharge fees” was a widespread equilibrium in the market. See,
Armstrong & Vickers, supra note 26, at 491. Interestingly, as noted above, Lady Hale noted that
the “real problem” [of exploitative overcharge fees] was that there was “no real choice because
the suppliers all offer[ed] much of the same product and [did] not compete on some of their
terms.”). See, Id.

61 Miguel de la Mano et al., Article 102, in T,! EU L/2 $5 C$)6!&0&0$% 329 (Jonathan Faull &
Ali Nikpay eds., 3rd edn. 2014).

62 See, Commission Decision of 23 July 2004, Case 36.570 Sundbusserne v.Port of Helsingborg, and
Commission Decision of 23 July 2004, Case 36.568 Scandlines Sverige AB v. Port of Helsingborg.

63 Armstrong, supra note 7, at 125.
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have argued, the accumulation of disclosures is likely to produce information
overload.64

The aftermarkets rationale illustrates how inef!ciencies can arise in both
markets. Salience considerations thus provide two different theories of com-
petitive harm: (i) ex post exploitation and (ii) distortion of competition ex
ante. In Campomar, the TDLC focused solely on the water supply market,
I argued that a broader look that considered consumer decision-making in
the housing market shed light on the impossibility consumers could demand
a more complete contract that prevented their exploitation. The aftermarket
analysis emphasizes the relevance of contract complexity and lock-in. In
Campomar, the ultimate source of market power was the condominium’s
location in conjunction with the contractual gap that allowed the real estate
developer to raise the price of water supply at her will. Consumers probably
could not bargain price regulation ex ante because the housing market involved
multidimensional contracts. It is unlikely that buyers were in a position to
foresee the risk of opportunistic exploitation.65

In addition, the lock-in involved a secondary market that depends on the
housing market, in which the average consumer participates only a handful of
times in her life. Another reason why the aftermarkets rationale is relevant
is that a signi!cant part of the inef!ciencies in the case I presented were
likely to occur in the primary market rather than in the secondary market.
Of course, Campomar’s residents probably consumed a suboptimal quantity
of water—below the level, they would have consumed had the price been
lower, according to a reasonable benchmark. But water is a quite inelastic
good. This is likely to be one motivation the real estate developer had
to incur in opportunistic exploitation—which facilitated it. Regarding the
primary market, a relevant question arises: if buyers had known their future
water bills, would have they chosen to live in the condominium in the !rst
place?

A skeptical reader may argue that my argument would judicialize sev-
eral business practices in which primary goods are offered at low prices—
even below cost—anticipating a high return in the aftermarket—such as
hotel accommodation and telephone fees.66 In some of those cases, con-
sumers expect to pay high prices in aftermarkets. If that assumption were
true, the probability of !nding a case of inef!cient matching would be
lower. In fact, competition for quality is more likely to be relevant for
many of those consumers. For example, some people value luxury cars so

64 Omri Ben-Shahar & Carl E. Schneider, The Failure of Mandated Discourse, 159 U. P/ 647, 687
(2011).

65 A similar argument, from a traditional economic perspective, was raised by Salop and Stiglitz.
See, Salop & Stiglitz, supra note 21.

66 These are cases of products involving multiple pro!t sources, in which the pro!t-maximizing
price usually involves selling one product below cost. See, C/.-&$% & P!.-$55, supra note 21,
ch. 10.
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much that they pay several thousands of dollars to buy one or more. What
is the reasonable expectation regarding the cost of the spare parts? My
argument applies to lock-in consumers who buy a durable good and had
no good reasons to anticipate a bill shock regarding a nonsalient product
attribute.

VI. CONCLUSION

Frank Easterbrook’s article “The Limits of Antitrust” is one of the most
in"uential scholarly works in the !eld of antitrust law.67 As a Chicago-School
scholar, Easterbrook stresses the cost of false positives in enforcing the com-
petition laws, suggesting market forces have the power to correct inef!ciencies
at the lowest cost. However, behavioral economics provides a different theory
about the limits of competition. To be fair, this comparison is to some extent
just semantic, but I believe the comparison is meaningful for a good reason: the
Chicago School theory calls for limited government intervention in markets to
maximize ef!ciency. In contrast, behavioral economics shows that free markets
exploit our bounded rationality leading to inef!ciencies. When consumer
demand is not a function of real prices and bene!ts but of salient prices and
bene!ts, the market is likely to maximize the perceived value of goods rather
than their real value. And it is the very competitive pressures that antitrust law
is meant to foster what hinder and distort market competition when !rms can
exploit our bounded rationality.

I have argued above that if a particular product attribute, such as water
supply, is nonsalient to most buyers, market forces will not police that attribute.
This will leave room for sellers to backload the real price of their goods
to those nonsalient attributes, hindering and distorting competition in the
market. Since nonsalient prices are not policed by market forces, courts
may need to control them.68 Facing a distorted and hindered competition
scenario, antitrust authorities would correct a behavioral market failure by
policing nonsalient product features in the presence of lock-in effects. In
fact, complexity leads unfettered competition to maximize perceived value
at the expense of the real value. By allowing sellers to backload the real
price of their goods to nonsalient dimensions, the legal system overlooks
that consumers are likely not matching with the most ef!cient seller, which

67 Easterbrook, supra note 41, at 2–3. (“Monopoly is self-destructive. Monopoly prices eventually
attract entry. True, this long run may be a long time coming, with loss to society in the interim.
The central purpose of antitrust is to speed up the arrival of the long run. But this should
not obscure the point: judicial errors that tolerate baleful practices are self-correcting, while erroneous
condemnations are not.”). Emphasis added.

68 As the third draft of the Restatement of Consumer Contracts states (referring to a salience
test for contract terms): “As a normative matter, salience is a suitable underlying test because
competition can be counted on to police salient terms, but not nonsalient ones. If competition
scrutinizes salient terms, courts need not provide additional discipline.” Restatement of the Law
Consumer Contracts, Council Draft No. 3. 75.
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distorts competition in the primary market and facilitates ex post exploitation.
Legal intervention can remedy this behavioral market failure by forcing sellers
to include all pro!t-source charges in salient product attributes and price
nonsalient product attributes at cost. This article also argues that the salience
should be empirically examined, and that competition authorities should
intervene only in the presence of a lock-in problem, when consumers do
not control the probability of triggering hidden prices, and when a typical
consumer would not expect to !nd high prices in hidden attributes.
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